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1. Executive Summary 
  

The University of Mississippi was selected as one of six schools throughout the country to participate in the AT&T 

Campus Brand Challenge. Students in the Ole Miss Agency have was responsible for researching, implementing, and 

evaluating an integrated marketing campaign.  The campaign was focused around increasing awareness and 

purchase of AT&T U-verse® TV and the new SEC Network launching in August . 

Students began by conducting research to find out more about U-verse markets. After they analyzed their research 

findings, they designed a campaign aimed at engaging Ole Miss students, faculty/staff, parents of students and 

alumni and promoted AT&T U-verse TV and High Speed Internet services, wireless discount and reward for referral 

programs.  

From The Agency, AT&T expected qualitative and quantitative research to help them make marketing decisions when 

considering all demographics of the target market. Pre-campaign research revealed that DirecTV and U-verse hold 

the South, but DirecTV has kept a small lead since 2012.  The Agency also found that Mississippi is the only SEC 

state to have more satellite homes than cable homes. 

To accomplish the goals, The Agency performed research to gain some initial insights about the target. After 

gathering data, they put it into effect by creating a campaign implementation strategy that was based on the 

information acquired. Then they began to implement it by creating advertising and public relations impressions, 

using the $3,000 budget our team had been allotted. The Agency used two events to make sure impressions were 

maximized and to inform the target about AT&T U-verse and the SEC Network. 

The campaign generated 31,000 public relations and 36,340 advertising impressions with 139 Facebook fans for 

total of 67,340. The events attracted about 500 attendees, 139 Facebook fans. The actual cost was insert amount 

and the actual value was insert amount, resulting on a ROI of insert number%. 

Measures of Success 

The campaign increased awareness of U-verse by 3%, however the purchase consideration showed no increase and 

remained at the 43%. Like the purchase consideration, the awareness of incentive programs remains unchanged at 

7%. The awareness of the SEC Network increased by 6%. 

Recommendations 

The Agency learned a lot from implementing and evaluating the “Your Team. Your Terms.” marketing campaign. The 

Agency recommends that AT&T improve the way U-verse features are shared with consumers and leverage the SEC 

Network selling point. They also believe  the “Your Team. Your Terms” would be an effective tagline, if well executed. 

Furthermore they suggest exploring a strategy for the South that builds on AT&T’s role as the bridge between 

relationships and AT&T’s stronghold there. 
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2. Research 

2.1. Objectives 
The goal of the AT&T Campus Brand Challenge was to create an integrated marketing communication campaign in 

Oxford, MS to: 

1. Increase awareness and purchase of AT&T’s TV and broad band services, wireless student discount, and 

reward for referral programs 

2. Increase awareness of the new ESPN SEC Sports Network offered through AT&T U-verse coming in August 

2014 

3. Specify for all marketing strategies and plans which target consumer groups, including students, 

faculty/staff, parents of student, and/or alumni 

To achieve our objectives, we conducted both quantitative and qualitative 

research to identify the communication target, better understand the target 

audiences’ impression, perception, and opinion of AT&T U-verse and the SEC 

Network. With these insights we came up with the strategy and tactics for the 

campaign. 

We consulted a variety of secondary sources, collected 407 surveys, and 

conducted two focus groups. 

After the campaign, we conducted quantitative research to measure the success of the campaign. We added two 

questions to the survey to measure the awareness of our campaign and one question explicitly asking about U-verse 

purchase consideration when current TV contract expired. We collected 226 surveys. 

2.2. Target Market Insights  
According to the research, U-verse’s biggest competitor is DirecTV. They both dominate the TV service business in the 

South as well as boasting the highest satisfaction level, which means once consumers sign up, they are very unlikely 

to switch TV provider.  

In the Lafayette County-Oxford-University geography, U-verse’s second largest competitor is Metrocast. Metrocast is 

the TV provider of most apartment complexes in the area. However, even though the price of Metrocast is low, 

consumer satisfaction is significantly low due to low quality and service.  

AT&T U-verse’s unaided awareness is low because people often think of AT&T as a phone service provide. Fortunately, 

aided awareness is almost 70%. 

For further target market insights, see SWOT Analysis in the appendix. 

2.3. Support for Campaign Strategy 
To U-verse users, features (fiber optics technology, mobile app, multiview, high-capacity DVR) matter as much as 

content. But the general knowledge of the features is extremely low among consumers, as is the awareness of the 

referral program and student discount program.  
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According our research, price, quality, and content are the three purchase criteria that matter the most to consumers. 

The SEC Network is a leverage-able selling point because people want to watch and awareness of the SEC Network is 

high. About half of consumers would switch to U-verse because it will carry the SEC Network.  

One interesting thing we learned from secondary research is Mississippi is the only SEC state to have more satellite 

homes than cable homes. The reason could be that the state has a relatively larger rural surface and population. Yet, 

focus group participants complain about unstable signal of satellite TV, especially in bad weather. With fiber optics 

technology, U-verse would guarantee a better delivery. 

 

The sweet spot of our communication target is the intersection of people who are SEC fans and people who find U-

verse’s features beneficial. 

Accordingly, we sought to educate people about U-verse’s features and them being a a carrier of the SEC Network. 

2.4. Pre- and Post-Campaign Research Comparison 
There were negligible changes in both awareness and purchase consideration for U-verse. 

When explicitly asked “When your TV provider contract expires, will you consider signing up with AT&T U-verse?” 

purchase consideration increased from around 40% to 50%. 

One out of every four respondents reported having heard of the campaign. 
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3. Campaign Strategy & Implementation 
The phrase best describes our campaign development must be “radical evolution”, which cost us much time and in 

the end unfavorably affected implementation.  We went through many adjustments. Most significantly, we departed 

from an original idea to get to an almost different campaign (called “Closer to Home”) only to return to where we 

started. The appendix includes the creative strategy of that unused campaign. 

In hindsight, our strengths lie in the creative power building on rigorous research to draw out at least two campaign 

ideas for AT&T U-verse. Our weaknesses include tactics planning and time management. 

Below is the strategy of the “Your Team. Your Terms” campaign. 

3.1. Objectives 
1. Increase awareness of U-verse by at least 20% 

2. Increase awareness of student discount and referral program by at least 20% 

3. Increase purchase consideration of U-verse with SEC Network by as most 30% 

4. Increase awareness of SEC Sports Network by 15% 

5. Acquire 10 U-verse accounts and 10 students who sign up for student discount program 

3.2. Target Market 

3.2.1. Psychographic 

The target market consisted on Ole Miss fans who love SEC sports. They were also described as willing to experiment 

with technology. We found that AT&T U-verse’s strength lies in its advanced features so the campaign targeted those 

inclined towards experimenting with technology. 

3.2.2. Geographic 

The campaign took place on Ole Miss’ campus but had to the potential to reach off-campus populations of the town 

of Oxford, MS and the rest of Lafayette County, MS. This geography is known as the LOU community (Lafayette-

Oxford-University). We used social media and public relations to reach alumni groups outside of MS. 

3.2.3. Demographic 

The campaign targeted four demographic groups: students, alumni, parents, and staff. Since the campaign spoke to 

Ole Miss fans in general, demographic differences do not bear great significance. However, purchasing power of non-

student groups must be considered. 

3.3. Positioning & Message 

3.3.1. Big Idea 

Our messaging was “with availability of the SEC Sports Network and helpful features, U-verse lets you follow Rebel 

sports on TV the way you want it to be.” 
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3.3.2. Communication Objective 

 Think: Ole Miss fans want the SEC Network. The campaign showed them what  U-verse features and content  

were available with U-verse, in order to make them think about how this new knowledge can make following 

the Rebels on TV easier, more fun, and more controllable. 

 Do: Now that Ole Miss fans  have realized how they can combine U-verse’s features and availability of SEC 

Network into a ton of entertainment and satisfaction, they will choose U-verse. 

3.3.3. Positioning  

U-verse is one of two major TV providers that have both the SEC Network. So we decided to focus on the attributes 

and features of U-verse. 

3.3.4. Key Consumer Benefit 

Our key consumer benefit was “choose U-verse and you can follow Rebels sports just the way you like it to be.” 

3.3.5. Creative Strategy 

Following sports on TV is not always a smooth ride for Ole Miss fans. Inconvenient situations often arise such as loss 

of signal, having a limited access to channels, not having a TV around, lack of affordability, not being able to watch 

more than one thing at a time, not having access to SEC sports, and more. 

Our campaign shared that U-verse understands the problem and has the solution. U-verse carries the SEC Network 

and has helpful features that will take care of the problem such as fiber optics you can rely on, a versatile DVR with 

huge storage, and a mobile app that lets you watch TV anywhere. In this way, U-verse lets Ole Miss fans follow the 

Rebels on TV whenever, wherever they want. 

3.3.6. Tone 

The tone of the campaign was humorous, friendly, resolution and educational. 

3.3.7. Tagline 

“Your Team. Your Terms” 

3.4. Campaign Tactics 
The campaign consisted of the following tactics: video, print advertising, social media, PR, and event. In accordance 

with the creative strategy, a two-character storytelling line was created as a thread that ran through and integrated all 

tactics. 

The individualization of modern marketing emphasized personalities to carry the brand forward. As a plus, our actor 

was a popular campus figure, which helped with the viral-ability of the campaign. 

3.4.1. Characters 

The campaign revolved around two Ole Miss fans and brothers, Harry and Jerry. They were relatable to the target 

market, sharing one love for Ole Miss sports. With the looks and feel of college students, Harry and Jerry propel led 

the campaign forward among the campus population and non-student targets. 

Harry (left) has U-verse, and Jerry (right) doesn’t. 
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Since both Harry and Jerry were Ole Miss fans, a single difference between them made learning about U-verse very 

easy to grasp. Harry had U-verse so he enjoyed following the Rebels on TV more than Jerry, who didn’t have U-verse.  

3.4.2. PR 

See “Public Relations” section for details. 

3.4.3. Video 

See “Advertising” section for details. 

3.4.4. Print Advertising 

See “Advertising” section for details. 

3.4.5. Social Media 

See “Advertising” section for details. 

3.4.6. Event 

Because of the importance we placed on relatability, events were helpful in successfully introducing Harry and Jerry to 

the public. As the campaign development progressed, our event changed plans, even as we attempted to maintain 

the Harry and Jerry element. 

Going into the campaign brief, we had two events in mind. The first event was a living room set up in the middle of the 

Student Union plaza, where our characters would watch TV and demonstrate different situations that might arise from 

doing so. The second event was to be a replication of a game day experience, where the school band would play and a 

goalpost would be set up so people could kick some field goals. 

As it became clear that time was an issue, we simplified the two events into one event that would repeat itself for two 

days. The new event was still meant to be set up as a living room, but this time the point was to premiere the videos. 

We incentivized passersby to spend some time with us watching the videos. However, the videos were not ready in 

time. 

In the end, without the videos we did not set up the living room. Instead, we administered an information tent on 

Wednesday, April 23 and Thursday, April 24, from 11:00 am to 1:00 pm. Two incentives available were: free 

Domino’s pizzas and free Harry and Jerry t-shirts. Ambient elements included two 8’ x 2.5’ vertical banners flanking 

the tent, and two character cutouts on the second event day. (Harry cutout was placed by the Starbucks line in the 
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library and Jerry cutout inside the Student Union on the first event day.) In addition, music was played from an 

amplifier. Our event helpers also wore wearing Harry and Jerry t-shirts throughout the event. 

Based on the total number of pizza slices, we estimate that for both days a total of 500 people stopped by at our tent. 

The number of impressions is estimated to be at around 4,800, based on traffic estimate of 1,200 students per hour. 

We distributed all 80 t-shirts by 12:30 pm of the first event day. We distributed 750 fliers, collected 57 emails and 

generated 70 likes to our Facebook page.  

We were able to secure sponsorship from Domino’s for 13 pizzas per day. See attached solicitation letter in the 

appendix. 

3.5. Campaign Schedule  
During the course of campaign development, the campaign schedule changed a few times. For example, the event 

dates were once on April 3 and April 15. However, the schedule below represents the course of action our agency 

followed. 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

4/13    4/17 

Social Media 

Launched 

  

4/20   4/23 

1st Event Day 

4/24 

2nd Event Day 

4/25 

Survey 

 

4/27 4/28 

Survey & 

Report Writing 

4/29 

Report Writing 

4/30 

Report 

Submission 
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3.6. Event Pictures 

 

 

 

 

Attendees visiting campaign's social media pages Attendees posing at the event 

What was Jerry texting about?? 

Your Team. Your Terms We sparked some curiosity 
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4. Public Relations 

4.1. Objectives 
1. Inform media and public about campaign events/elements 

2. Gauge awareness of campaign in the public via media impressions 

3. Increase awareness of campaign 

4. Generate positive  publicity in Lafayette County, MS 

4.2. Strategy and Tactics 

Originally, the three required press releases were to be sent to the following media outlets: the Daily Mississippian, 

hottytoddy.com, and Ole Miss Marketing Agency website. A video release and a radio release were intended for 

NewsWatch and Rebel Radio, two student-run media outlets. 

In the end, hottytoddy.com published an article as one of the ten headlines on April 22, 2014, but the Daily 

Mississippian said the release looked too much like advertising. Even though they initially agreed to write an article 

about the campaign, they did not follow through in time. This is most likely because of the time limitation after all the 

campaign changes. 

Here is the link to the hit: http://hottytoddy.com/2014/04/22/ole-miss-student-marketing-agency-plans-pitch-

for-att-u-verse/ 
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Screenshot of PR hit on hottytoddy.com 

4.3. Successes with Total Impressions 
Each impression is valued at $0.0376. The calculation is based on percentage of people who (1) would switch to 

AT&T U-verse knowing that it will carry the SEC Network, (2) think that content is the single most important decision 

factor in choosing TV, (3) are not price-sensitive, price of the U200 bundle, and a 10% rate of conversion from 

impression to actual purchase. 

During a month, views of hottytoddy.com pages can reach 124,000, which is about six times the population of Oxford. 

A week has passed as of the writing of this report, so the hit is estimated to have 31,000 impressions. Views come 

from other parts of Mississippi, as well as Georgia, Florida, and Tennessee. Alumni view this website often. 

Therefore, total value is $1,165.70.  
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5. Advertising 

5.1. Objectives 
1. Plan and execute campaign communication via social media and print advertising 

2. Generate 5,000 quality impressions 

3. Optimize balance between cost and reach 

4. Preserve and effectively use client’s branding guidelines 

5.2. Strategy and Tactics 

5.2.1. Video 

A number of reasons make video an optimal way to talk to the target market. First, video is engaging. Second, video 

can go viral, especially in coordination with social media. Third, video can cut across demographic and geographic 

divisions. Nowadays everybody uses mobile devices to access Internet content. 

We created a series of seven short videos show Harry and Jerry side-by-side but in split-screen mode. Each video 

introduced a different scenario in which following Rebel sports on TV could be a problem. With U-verse, Harry always 

felt at ease and in control as he had access to the SEC Network and an array of useful features. Done right, this idea 

would have won the support of many Ole Miss fans. It was unfortunate that the campaign concluded without the 

videos ready for viewing by the public. 

 

Building on the creative strategy, we kept three considerations in mind shooting the videos: humor, collegiate spirit, 

and friendliness. 
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Harry had access to the SEC Network on U-verse and was able to catch the game. Jerry couldn't. 

To enhance relatability with parents, we used a parent actor in one of the videos. 

Together the videos told a story. Harry always had the best experience, in contrast to Jerry. Harry’s girlfriend enjoyed 

being around him, and the AT&T wireless discount program rewarded Harry with money to take hos girlfriend out on a 

date. Harry and Jerry’s dad also had fun watching TV in Harry’s apartment, after a thunderstorm knocked out Jerry’s 

satellite TV. In the end, Harry referred Jerry to U-verse. 

 

A thunderstorm knocked out Jerry's satellite TV, so Jerry and their dad went to Harry's apartment. 
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Harry saved money with AT&T wireless discount and was able to take his girlfriend out for their anniversary. Jerry couldn't. 

 

Finally, Harry told Jerry about all the cool things AT&T U-verse could offer, and referred Jerry to U-verse. 

5.2.2. Print Advertising 

How do you entertain a crowd that has seen it all? The answer lies in scale and disruptiveness. 

Accordingly, two 8’ x 2.5’ vertical banners were produced to accompany the event and two life-size cutouts of Harry 

and Jerry were positioned at highly trafficked areas on campus. 
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To maximize reach, we chose to advertise on the school newspaper, which has a daily circulation of 13,000.  The ad 

was half-page and printed in full color. It introduced Harry and Jerry to the campus population and informed people 

about the date and location of our events. 

Our research indicated that giveaways are great incentives and people at Ole Miss love t-shirts, so t-shirts were used 

as giveaways. Indeed, all 80 t-shirts were given out in the first hour and a half of the event. 

750 5.5” x 8.5” flyers were produced as a means to personally communicate benefits of U-verse to the target market.  

5.2.3. Social Media 

The campaign social media included YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter. According to the 4th Annual Fan Engagement 

Study by Catalyst, sports fans use Facebook, YouTube, and Twitter the most to follow and discuss sports, respectively 

at 73%, 54%, and 37%. 

YouTube was the natural video sharing platform. But to ensure a conversation would develop, a Facebook page must 

be created. This served as an information hub, with photos from the event, and other content. Concurrently, a Twitter 

page was created to drive conversations along the line of #teamHarry and #teamJerry. All tweets showed up on the 

Facebook page as soon as they were made. We grew a fan base through humorous tweets that seemingly came from 

Harry or Jerry themselves. 

We were able to get approval for about half of the tweets submitted. But implementation was short of expectation. A 

reason was that the videos were not ready, weakening any effectiveness of social media. In hindsight, we could have 

built anticipation without the videos. Overall, the lack of time caused the execution of our efforts, including social 

media, to be much less than ideal. 

At the conclusion of the campaign, the Facebook page had 139 likes and 10 posts and Twitter had 15 followers and 

9 tweets, and YouTube had 0 video uploads and 7 subscribers. 

 

Campaign's Facebook page, as of 9:30 pm April 29, 2014 
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Facebook posts, as of 9:30 pm April 29, 2014 
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Campaign's Twitter, as of 9:30 pm April 29, 2014 

5.2.4. Successes with Total Impressions 

Each impression is valued at $0.0376. The calculation is based on percentage of people who (1) would switch to 

AT&T U-verse knowing that it will carry the SEC Network, (2) think that content is the single most important decision 

factor in choosing TV, (3) are not price-sensitive, price of the U200 bundle, and a 10% rate of conversion from 

impression to actual purchase. 

Advertising has generated 36,340 impressions. Total cost is $2,476.25, and total value $1,548.38. 

This value figure does not contain potential value of impressions from the videos. We estimate that each of the seven 

videos would have a view count of 250 within one week for a total of 1,750 impressions, adding another $65.80 to 

value. Assuming the same rate of viewership, every week gone by would have added $65.80 to the campaign. 

Media Total Impressions Cost Value 

Print       10,400.00 $530.00 $391.04 

Internet/Electronic 1,390.00 $300.00 $52.26 

Support     7,070.00 $330.20 $265.83 

Other       17,480.00 $1,316.05 $839.25 

Grand Total 36,340.00 $2,476.25 $1,548.38 
 

Adapted from Advertising Report spreadsheet 

Note: “Support” includes flyers and banner. “Other” includes t-shirts, Harry and Jerry cutouts, and free pizzas at the 

event.  
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6. Budget 

6.1. Objectives 
1. Keep total expenses within budget 

2. Identify saving opportunities 

6.2. Final Budget 

 

Actual expenses, as of 9:30 am April 30, 2014 

6.3. Costs vs. Value Added 
As of April 30, 2014, unused budget stood at $190.58. 

Total expenses are at $2,809.42 and total value at $2,746.08 for an ROI at -2%.  

Total expenses include non value-added expenses amounting to $139.55, as we needed expedited shipping from 

two vendors. 

Thanks to Domino’s sponsorship, we were able to save on 26 pizzas for a value of $182. We also saved $32.80 on 

printing 800 surveys. 

  

Departm ent Item Q uantity Cost Notes

Research Pizzas n/a 75 For focus group participants

Strategy Post-it n/a 20 For brainstorm  session

Event Venue 2 days 100 Paid to Student Activity Association

Advertising School newspapers ad 1 530 Half page (40 colum n inches), 4 color printing

Advertising Cutouts 2 394.45 Party Standups, gross of next business day shipping for $104.55

Advertising Video production n/a 300 $100 for actors, $200 for producer

Advertising Vertical banners 2 82.49 VistaPrint

Advertising Flyers 500 90 VistaPrint, 250 copies, referral and  250 copies, wireless discount

Advertising T-shirts 90 921.6 VistaPrint

Advertising Shipping n/a 35 Expedited shipping, VistaPrint

Advertising Poster 1 57.25 Callahan's Q uick Print, 24" x 36", lam inated, for sponsor

Reports & Presentations CD 2 3.43 Am azon, 5-pack

Reports & Presentations Final reports 5 70 Docum art, bounded, 30-page color (estim ated, as of 4/30)

Advertising Flyers 250 130.2 Docum art, 250 copies, features flyers

Total 2,809.42

Unused Budget 190.58

Item s Am ount

Expedited shipping 35 Advertising m aterials from  VistaPrint

Expedited shipping 104.55 Cutouts from  Party Standups

Total 139.55

Cam paign Budget

Notes

Non Value-Added Expenses
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7. Appendix 

7.1. SWOT Analysis 
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7.2. Solicitation Letter 
To: franchise owner of Oxford Domino’s 

Date: April 16, 2014 

Dear Ms. Barrentine, 

I am writing today to follow up on our recent telephone conversation regarding your company's sponsorship for 

AT&T U-verse marketing campaign, a program of Ole Miss Marketing Agency. On behalf of the Agency, I am 

asking if your company would be interested in sponsorship at our marketing event. 

At this event, we will recreate a living room setting in front of the Student Union, where passersby will watch 

commercials that we made. It is critical that the attendees are willing to spend some time with us and watching 

our commercial video. For this reason, I believe Domino's is our go-to sponsor. We are asking if your company 

would be interested in providing us with 13 pizzas each day on Tuesday 4/21 and Wednesday 4/22. 

Please find in the attachment the event proposal, where you can find more details about the marketing and 

advertising benefits to our sponsor. 

As we continue to grow, please know that the partnership with our sponsors is vital to the success of the Agency. 

What we can offer you at this event, no matter how little, is a small step to longer term relationship. We hope 

that you would consider this offer. Please forgive us should there be any inconvenience so far. 

Thank you for your consideration. If you have further consideration, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Sincerely, 

Lam Nguyen 
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7.3. Press Release 
CONTACT: 

 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

April 22, 2014 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AT&T PROMOTED AT OLE MISS AS PART OF  

YOUR TEAM. YOUR TERMS. CAMPAIGN 

 

OXFORD, MS— Ole Miss Marketing Agency, a student-run marketing agency at the University of Mississippi 

has developed a marketing campaign to promote AT&T U-verse® TV and High Speed Internet services, 

wireless discount and reward for referral programs to their school and community. The campaign is 

designed to increase awareness and purchase of AT&T U-verse TV and the new SEC Network launching in 

August. 

 

The campaign will feature several innovative and engaging tactics to increase awareness of AT&T U-verse by 

highlighting its features. Tactics will include events, video premieres, non-traditional advertising and social 

media. The events include a U-verse demonstration, free food, games, and showings of the team’s 

promotional video clips. The video clips will highlight the benefits of being a U-verse subscriber. 

 

In addition to the campaign’s events, The Agency will introduce campaign characters, Harry and Jerry.  Harry 

has U-verse.  Jerry does not.  Both characters are avid SEC fans, but only one can win the title of “best SEC 

fan.”  Twitter users will be encouraged to choose whether they are #TeamHarry or #TeamJerry by following 

@YTYT_OleMiss on Twitter. 

 

The campaign is part of the AT&T Campus Brand Challenge, a program designed to give students a unique, 

real-world business experience by asking them to design and implement an integrated marketing 

communications plan. "I didn't know that I could do so much. I have learned a lot about working on a 

marketing campaign from start to finish and everything in between. I cannot wait to see the hard work 

coming to life”, said JJ Townsend, Campaign Strategy Director. 

 

Each of the six schools across the country participating in the AT&T Campus Brand Challenge are 

competing against one another for the opportunity to present their ideas to AT&T executives at the term’s 

conclusion. 

 

For further inquiries regarding the AT&T Campus Brand Challenge, please contact Tiffany Odom at (662) 

801-0537.  

 

Ole Miss Marketing Agency 

University of Mississippi 

Oxford, MS 

Media Contact: Tiffany Odom 

Phone Number: (662) 801-0537 

E-Mail: tsodom@go.olemiss.edu 

mailto:tsodom@go.olemiss.edu
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About AT&T 

 
AT&T Inc. (NYSE:T) is a premier communications holding company and one of the most honored companies in the world. Its 

subsidiaries and affiliates – AT&T operating companies – are the providers of AT&T services in the United States and 

internationally. With a powerful array of network resources that includes the nation’s most reliable 4G LTE network, AT&T is a 

leading provider of wireless, Wi-Fi, high speed Internet, voice and cloud-based services. A leader in mobile Internet, AT&T also 

offers the best wireless coverage worldwide of any U.S. carrier, offering the most wireless phones that work in the most countries.  

It also offers advanced TV service with the AT&T U-verse® brand. The company’s suite of IP-based business communications 

services is one of the most advanced in the world. 

 

Additional information about AT&T Inc. and the products and services provided by AT&T subsidiaries and affiliates is available at 

http://www.att.com/aboutus or follow our news on Twitter at @ATT, on Facebook at http://www.facebook.com/att and YouTube 

at http://www.youtube.com/att. 

 

© 2014 AT&T Intellectual Property. All rights reserved. AT&T, the AT&T logo and all other marks contained herein are trademarks 

of AT&T Intellectual Property and/or AT&T affiliated companies. All other marks contained herein are the property of their 

respective owners. 

 

Reliability claim based on data transfer completion rates on nationwide 4G LTE networks. 4G LTE availability varies. 

 
About EdVenture Partners 

 

EdVenture Partners is an organization dedicated to developing innovative industry-education partnership 
programs. The objective of such programs is to provide hands-on, real-world experience to students in 
tandem with providing marketing solutions and recruiting access at colleges and universities to clients. 
EdVenture Partners has designed and managed programs at over 1,000 campuses in North America and 
internationally. Find out more at 
www.edventurepartners.com.  

 

 

About Ole Miss Marketing Agency 

 

Ole Miss Marketing Agency is a student-run marketing agency at Ole Miss.  The Agency branched off from 

the Ole Miss Marketing Association (OMMA) in 2013.  Members of The Agency receive real-world 

experience by interacting with clients and creating marketing campaigns. For more information visit 

www.olemissagency.com. 
 

PHOTO CUTLINE:  Coordinator, Luan Vu leads a strategy meeting during the planning phase of the campaign. (for an 

attached photo) 

 

Media Contact: Tiffany Odom  Tel: 662-801-0537;  Email: agency.clientrelations@gmail.com  

 

 

 

 

 

###  

http://www.att.com/corporateawards
http://www.att.com/aboutus
http://www.facebook.com/att
http://www.youtube.com/att
http://www.edventurepartners.com/
http://www.olemissagency.com/
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7.4. Advertisements 

7.4.1. School Newspapers Advertisement 

 

7.4.2. T-shirt Mock-up 
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7.4.3. Vertical Banner 
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7.4.4. Cutouts 
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7.4.5. Flyers 
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7.5. “Closer to Home” Campaign 
Big Idea 

Thanks to U-verse’s multiple features and superior delivery of SEC sports watching experience, Ole Miss Rebels can 

now feel even more connected to each other. 

Communication Objective 

 Feel: bring out feelings of relatedness to the school and to each other that are embodied in the common 

experience of following school sports 

 Do: choose U-verse, the provider that understands this emotional bond 

Audience 

 Psychographics: love Ole Miss, love SEC sports, appreciate human connections 

 Ole Miss fans across the board (students, parents, alumni, staff) 

Positioning of the Product 

The only provider that understands the emotional bond SEC school sports fans have for each other. Unlike its main 

competitors, AT&T is the provider that is truly based in the South and is poised to make feeling closer to home 

possible for users. 

Key Consumer Benefit 

Multiple features can enhance sports watching experience and make feeling connected possible 

Creative Strategy 

For Ole Miss Rebels, home life, family bonding, and sports are important. U-verse has the right features that 

eliminate known hassles with watching SEC sports on TV (signal) and enable new ways of watching sports (multiview, 

3-screen). U-verse speaks to the audience because it understands that the whole point of being able to keep up lies 

in the desire to nurture the most cherished relationships and things in life (parents and their children off to college, 

alumni who are far away). 

Tone 

Warm, friendly, relatable, sincere 

Tagline 

“Closer to Home” 
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Visit olemissagency.com 


